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Introduction
One Hell of a Party
In the autumn of 1998, an illegal rave was held in the countryside outside of Austin. A
night full of music became one full of tragedy. The ill-constructed buildings burnt to the ground,
trapping the party-goers inside. Over a hundred people died that night in a horrible accident.
Or at least, that’s what the official story says. Some believe, and others know, that
something far more terrible happened that night. The night in question was a night of death, of
blood, or monstrosity and of revels. It was the night that the eternal war of ages came to Austin
once again, and it was the night that many were reborn only to die again.
What happened on the Night In Question?

What is the Night In Question?
The Night in Question is a Vampire: The Masquerade live action role-playing game (LARP), but
it is very different from the traditional Vampire LARP experience. The Night in Question is a
story-driven rules-light and cinematic horror experience, focusing on collaborative and
consent-driven play. Your character sheets will focus more on describing who your characters
are than what they can do. There are no deep secrets, no plots to uncover, but rather we will
focus on telling the story of your characters as they go through a night of horror and blood in the
World of Darkness.
Within the game, you will experience blood and guts buckets of blood horror. You will be asked
to participate in not only your own death and rebirth, but those of others. You will be
indoctrinated with dark rites, to have your very humanity stripped away from you. Outside of the
game, you will work with your fellow players to create a memorable and satisfying story and
experience that creates the story of a single night in the monstrous vampire sect of the Sabbat.

Please note this is a living document and is subject to change.

What We Expect From You
What To Bring
●

●

●
●

Clothes: Remember that Texas in November can be warm during the day but get cold at
night. Dress in layers, and plan your costuming and your regular clothes appropriately.
You may want to bring a bag you can keep in your car to change in and out of your
costuming, especially if it (hopefully) gets covered in blood and gore.
Shoes: We can’t control the weather, and the game will be at a mostly-unpaved rural
site. Be sure to have shoes that can deal with some mud and dirt - high heels are
probably not best - along with something you can move and run in. Having a spare set of
shoes and socks to change into after the game is a good idea..
Towel: Bring a towel if you want to dry off and wash off with a proper one, one you don’t
care if it gets stained. Otherwise, you’ll be using paper towels.
Food and Drink: Food will be vended at the beginning of the event at the site, but is a
limited menu - usually burgers and chili. Water will be available at the game. But please
bring any other food you’d like at the site.

How to Behave
The Night In Question is a community, first and foremost. We have to care about each other,
and we have to collaborate to create stories together to make events like the Night in Question
and others work. Being a community means thinking about the experiences of others, thinking
about the story we are creating, and being considerate and caring about your fellow players.
The Night In Question is governed by the Jackalope LARP Event Policies, which cover
inappropriate behavior, harassment and other issues, please read them http://jackalope-larp.com/policies/
If you have any questions or concerns, please contact our safety team at
safety@jackalope-larp.com. We take all concerns seriously and will take steps to make sure our
participants are safe and feel safe.
Remember - people are more important than any game or event. Care for one another. Be a
good person while only playing a monster.

The First Rule
Participation is a privilege, not a right.
Jackalope Live Action Studios reserves the right to remove or block any participant from any
event at any time for any reason. We will endeavor to show good judgment and fairness in
applying this rule, but it must be said – we will remove or block people we feel are not fit for our
events.

Obey the Staff and Inform Them of Concerns
Most event staff will be identified by high visibility vests, the kind you see worn by road and
construction workers. They are meant to be extremely obviously not part of the game, and
should be ignored. They are not part of the in-character world while they are wearing the vest.
Game staff will include prop and stage managers, photographers, event helpers and safety
proctors. Safety proctors will be patrolling the site all night. But if you have any issues, approach
any staff member and they will take steps to resolve it.

Avoid Banned Content, Prepare for Included Content
The Night in Question is a high-intensity high-immersion horror experience. It features
dysfunctional mortals and savage inhuman vampires. Which means you need to know what you
are getting into. But it is not without limitations.

Content Warnings
These elements will not be easily avoidable during the event: blood, gore, physical
violence, physical intimidation, vampires, body horror, sharp objects, implied torture, simulated
corpses, loud music, flashing lights, religious iconography and behavior, verbal aggression,
fictional bigotry (vampire towards humans), partial nudity, drugs and alcohol.
These elements may be included for some characters: Abusive relationships, alcoholism
and substance addiction, paranoia, bullying and shaming, homelessness, criminal behavior
Characters involving these elements will be clearly marked and you will not be obligated to play
them. If your character includes these elements and you would like to avoid them, contact the
staff to modify or reassign the character.

Banned Content
Banned elements: Sexual assault and violence, racial violence, overt real-world bigotry and
intolerance (use of racial slurs, sexual slurs, homophobia, transphobia, etc.)
There are some elements we have decided not to include in our game. We do not feel they add
anything to this particular event, represent an unnecessary barrier to the comfort of those who
would otherwise like to participate, and/or would require more dedicated monitoring than we can
safely provide.
The writing team will not include these elements, and players are forbidden from introducing
them on their own. If an action could be misconstrued or seen as one of these elements by
another person in the game, even if it is not intended or actually such - please refrain from
incorporating them.

Keep It Safe and Sane
The Night In Question is a physical and visceral experience. But to do that, especially when we
are improvising the action, we need some rules to keep the situation safe and sane for all
participants. It is the responsibility for all participants to watch out and care for each other.
●

●

No Dangerous Acts - Players are forbidden from doing physically unsafe acts, with or
without consent, that are likely to injure themselves or others. Doing so will result in an
immediate expulsion from the event.
No Drugs or Alcohol - Having or being under the influence of real world drugs and
alcohol at game is forbidden. We are going to be doing heavy physical play, so this is
dangerous and unacceptable.

Attend the Workshops
To receive your wristband for the event, you must attend, understand and participate in the
pre-game workshops. Staff will bar anyone they do not feel has been properly prepared from the
event, so the afternoon workshops are not optional.

The Last Rule
Don’t make us make us make another rule.
Act like a responsible adult and consider the effects of your actions on others and the event as a
whole. If you make us make a new rule, we reserve the right to name it after you and include an
unflattering story about why we had to make i.

Setting
The World of Darkness is a world much like our own. The shadows are darker and longer, the
nights are more dangerous, and strange creatures lurk at the edges of our daytime world. It is a
world of monsters living and conspiring among us, often just out of sight until it is too late. The
modern and the supernatural mix together, to create a familiar world with unfamiliar inhabitants.
The Night In Question happens on a cool autumn evening in 1998 just outside of Austin in this
world. Most of the participants and characters are mortals, and those others - the vampires have their own strange history and grudges. The Night is a move in the greater war between the
sects and elders of the vampire world, but all this is in the background. The Night itself is one of
changes, of the moment, of rebirth and destruction.

Austin in 1998
Austin in 1998 is a growing but still small city. It is the capital of the state of Texas, and has a
booming technology sector. But at its heart, it is still a college town, and keeps much more of its
weird hippy heritage and casual feel than it does in the 21st century. The dot com boom has not
yet become a bust, and tech giants like Dell Computer and AMD are fueling a new breed of
flip-flop wearing millionaires.

The University of Texas campus remains a major focus of the city. Students crowd all night
coffee shops near campus, and a flourishing street culture of musicians and artists rises up on
the Drag, the main road next to campus. College football is the Texas state religion, and game
days have the city awash in a sea of burnt orange and white, the UT colors.
Austin thinks of itself as an island of weirdness and tolerance in the middle of Bubba country,
and it is not wrong, but it breeds its own unique merge of cowboy culture and liberal ideals. It
has a vibrant and mixed music culture that supports country stars like Willie Nelson, to
alternative rock sounds of the Butthole Surfers. It has a large and vocal LGBT community even
in the 1990s, and is seen as a bastion for society’s outsiders in the notoriously conservative
state.

The Party
The rave culture in Austin is in full swing. Lacking the large warehouses that typified the East
and West Coast rave scene, Austin’s raves are often held outside of town in rented fields or
other makeshift venues. The party that the Night focuses on seems to be one of those advertised mainly through printed flyers or by word of mouth by a well-connected organizer. The
sites of these things always change, and the details are kept nebulous, especially in the more
underground ones where drugs are cheap and IDs aren’t checked.
The party is a field and make-shift venue near Dale, Texas west of town. The tickets are cheap,
the site is secluded and the music looks good and hard. Who cares if no one’s cell phone
works? It’s out in the middle of nowhere, what did you expect? What could go wrong?
Plenty when the party is a front for the penultimate move in the Sabbat’s second attempt to
conquer Austin.

The Vampires
In the secret wars of the Kindred and Cainites - what we would call vampires - Austin is held by
the Camarilla, a sect that focuses on hierarchy, subservience to vampiric elders and order, with
large sections effectively ceded to the control of Anarch gangs of younger vampires. Their
enemies, the Sabbat, have long held large sections of the southern part of the state, along with
having almost absolute control over Mexico. Intrusions by nomadic packs of the Sabbat are
common, but it only has been recently that an invigorated Sabbat has turned its eyes from their
offensives into southern California to try and take the city as a key move in expanding their
influence toward Dallas and Houston, the main Camarilla holdings in the state.

The Failed Siege
Four years ago, the Sabbat made their first attempt to lay siege to Austin and take it from
Camarilla hands. It failed, when the war parties were almost completely wiped out save for a few
survivors. Two of the surviving packs were held responsible - the Long Pig Fuckers and the
Lean and Hungry. Their pack leaders, the ductuses, were publicly executed. The remaining
members have been ordered to take the lead in the battle to come, and there is tension
throughout the entire sect about this second attempt upon the city.

The Battle To Come
The Sabbat do not simply mount assaults on cities. When they arrive in force, it is one of the
last moves in a long-running plan of infiltration and sabotage. For the last two years, two packs the Fine Dining Society and the Shadowseekers - have been infiltrating and scouting the city.
The party that will become a mass embrace of new soldiers, that was their idea. Mass embraces
are a common tactic among the Sabbat, and they have contrived a way of isolating enough
mortals to create a force to overwhelm the city’s defenders.
Word has spread throughout the sect, and the call has gone out. Nomadic packs along with
packs ordered by others to support the effort are converging on the party, and are preparing to
fight and if necessary die in the crusade to come.

On Historical Accuracy
The Night In Question is set in 1998, but it is not meant to be a piece of living history with
incredible historical accuracy. Players do not have to dress in period accurate attire, the music
played might be a couple years off. The emphasis is more that it feels right rather than it is
completely accurate.
Language has also changed since 1998, and some things that were common practice then are
not acceptable now. When it comes to such things, please err on the side of keeping your fellow
players comfortable. There are many casual slurs that were part of the slang of the Nineties, but
it wasn’t okay then and we don’t do that now out of respect for the people those terms are
aimed at. So please don’t do it at game, however much it would reflect the realities of the time.

Our Vision for the Sabbat
how are we, the writers and creators of The Night In Question, going to depict them? What kind
of monsters are we asking you all to play?

Punk Predators
Imagine a Bowie knife covered in blood, being licked clean; pale predators, fanged mouths
howling in the night, grinning with blood-soaked teeth.
The Sabbat are the punk edge to contrast against the gothic stoicness of the Camarilla. They
are apex predators and they revel in it. They are proud of their nature, and respect no one’s
weakness. Everything the Sabbat does focuses on the vampire as the highest form of life. All
attempts to blunt their nature, to tame them, is oppression. All attempts to curtail their natures is
defiance of the Dark Father’s guidance and a violation of his gift to each and every Cainite.

Caine As Father And Hero, Not God
Imagine a sermon given in an abandoned warehouse, speaking of the trials of Caine, the first
vampire. Imagine the priest challenging the listeners, shouting at them, calling them out through
fanged teeth; not reverence only for these stories, but pure will, coming from that crowd; feeling
deep in your veins potential to become like that great creature that defied even God.
Yes, the Sabbat is religious, but in a far different way than mortal churches. Their beliefs are
more akin to Gnostic self-focus or Satanic ascension of the individual. Every Cainite knows that
within them is the blood of the Dark Father, and the essence of that great predator. The way the
Sabbat honors Caine is not only through their war against the Antediluvians, but also through
emulating him as the role model for all vampires.
The Sabbat have been chosen by Caine to be his favored childer and to ascend to stand by his
side. Thus, the beliefs of the Sabbat drive the members embrace the darkness within them and
find power and focus in their blood. This is a deeply personal journey, but also one each Sabbat
shares with their pack and their priest. It is ultimately an attempt to walk the path that Caine has
walked, not to simply worship him.
Caine does not need worship. He needs Cainites who are worthy to stand by his side, who have
the will and purpose to defy even the angels.

Freedom and Dynamism
Imagine the swing of a fire ax down on a unworthy leader’s neck, and the decapitated head
being lifted aloft in front of a bonfire as it decays into ash; the screams of freedom and death to
tyrants from a crowd, raising their crimson fists.
The Sabbat embrace freedom through raw predatory power and their ability to transgress
infinitely farther than the mortals and the weak vampires who still attempt to preserve their
humanity. The sect operates by a brutal form of Social Darwinism, and are utterly unapologetic
about it.
The sect is decentralized, held together by reputation, adherence to common rites and hatred of
their enemies. The Sabbat cannot be ruled, only briefly led. Every elder knows that the younger
vampires surrounding them will destroy and diablerize them in a moment if they are identified as
an oppressor.

Strange Rites and Monstrous Honor
Imagine a leather-clad biker surrounded by ring of burning gasoline, spouting ancient rites full of
ancient names; raising a centuries-old silver chalice filled with blood, under a bright autumn
moon.
The rites of the Sabbat stand in contrast to their appearance. The words and motions are
obviously much older than those who perform them, refined and carefully preserved from pack
priest to pack priest. The ritae of the Sabbat lie somewhere between Satanic ritual and gang
initiation rite. Their strange pageantry is not to be denied – and every Sabbat pack finds a
foundation in those rites.
But beyond this reverence, there is an awareness these rites are the only thing holding the sect
together. A dedication to freedom and a defiance of authority has led to the Sabbat needing
rules, fanatically strictly enforced rules. The Monomacy, the Vaulderie, and other rites form the
means by which these cruel predators can coexist, at least most of the time. It is the ritae that
have been the secret of the Sabbat’s cohesion for so long.

Sabbat Customs
The Sabbat have various customs that mark their membership in the sect as a blooded and
initiated member of the sect. In the anarchistic maelstrom of the Sabbat, these callsigns and
rotes are ways to identify each other and build common ground.
●

●

The Sabbat Ankh. The spiked Sabbat reversed ankh is not widely known outside of the
sect, and even Camarilla and Anarch vampires will likely not know i. The Sabbat often
sport tattoos, patches or other markings featuring the ankh, identifying themselves as
members of the sect. Unblooded freshly embraced members cannot touch or wear the
ankh.
“May the Dark Father Guide You.” A common greeting or farewell among the Sabbat
is to say, “May the Dark Father guide you.” The proper response is, “May Caine guide us
all.” This reflects the Sabbat’s vision of Caine as their father and model for their
existence, not a god to be worshipped. Caine has forbidden worship.

For more information on the Sabbat, we recommend White Wolf’s Guide to the Sabbat,
available on DriveThruRPG.

Key Ideas
The Night In Question is a rules-light game that focuses on a visceral emotional and immersive
experience rather than emphasizing rules. There is no secret plot to chase or puzzles to solve
This is a dark experience you are going create together.

What you will do during the night
The Night in Question is meant as an intense experience, both in the physical horror and also in
the psychological changes and roleplaying. We are going to work together to create an
immersive illusion of being in a rave that is slowly taken over by monsters and turned into a
bloody revel dedicated to their dark rites and religion. You should expect to see and touch fake
blood and gore, have intense roleplaying scenes with your characters via their connections and
others they encounter during the game, and explore the edges of humanity and horror.
Most of the players will begin as humans unaware of the fate that is about to befall them. You
will have ties, seek drama, and collaborate to create the story of people who are caught in a
horrible experience as the night goes on, while acting out the failings and hopes of those people
and their ties to others, as they are hunted and changed by the creatures which have trapped
them.
The main goals of your night should be:
●

●

●

Have a great time. The night might be full of scary and disturbing moments, but it is
meant for people who want that sort of experience and find it fun, in the same way we
find horror movies and haunted houses exhilarating. Have fun and help your fellow
players have fun.
Create an immersive environment. Embody your character, stay in-character and play
out the events of the game to create the immersive illusion. Keep breaks in the action
down and no out of character chatter in the game space.
Have a rich and emotional experience. Take risks. Develop your ties and relationships
with other characters. Make things mean something. You only have six hours to tell the
story of people who have gone completely off the map into the darkness, and who
experiencing extreme changes. Make it meaningful beyond just a slaughterhouse. Great
horror does not come from simple gore, but the emotional attachment to those moments
of darkness.

Themes and Concepts
There are several key themes written into the Night In Question that players should keep in
mind.

Texas Splatterpunk
In stark contrast to the formal refinement of Camarilla political games or the club atmosphere of
many others – The Night In Question is about a old deer skull covered in blood hanging on a
roughly made wooden wall. It is about biker leathers and Bowie knives. It is about running
through a field as fast as you can, knowing you are not within screaming distance of anything,
watched only by the stars in the vast Texas night. It is tattoos, denim and places in backwoods
you shouldn’t have come to, and no one is coming to save you. They do not even know you are
there.
Splatterpunk is the horror genre that rebels against subtle or suggestive horror and the
scariness of the unseen. Instead, it opts for a bloody aggressive intrusion of horror into the
world. Mixing gruesome imagery with the commonplace, it creates a surreal combination of
one’s everyday life and absolute terror.
It comes from the brand of American horror that implies that on the back roads of the
countryside, something terrible is happening and we just don’t know about it. Chainsaw
murderers, serial killers and bizarre backwater cults dwell just beyond the casual glance of city
folk and passers-by. Old disused buildings sit in the middle of mismanaged fields as the winds
blow grey clouds over the wide Texas sky. A shotgun blast rings out in the night, but most

people just assume it is a good old boy blasting in his backyard. Cars pass stumbling figures in
the night as they run down a country road, but no one ever stops.
A great deal of horror fiction has made use of this aesthetic of Middle America being inhabited
by secret horrors. They include John Carpenter’s Vampires, From Dusk Til Dawn, and the
classic Near Dark. And then there are the unforgivingly Texan examples – The Devil’s Rejects
and Texas Chainsaw Massacre. The message is this – Texas is big, it is empty and you are
alone with the monsters out here.

Freedom and Rebirth
The vampire story has always carried a connotation of rebellion and liberation,and the Sabbat
are the greatest archetypes of this in the World of Darkness. But they also highlight the
contradictions and hypocrisy that comes from seeking liberation through violence.
The Creation Rites will liberate your character from some of their humanity and conscience,
freeing them to indulge in desires or ideas they never would as a human. There will be liberation
in transgression, as violence erupts and blood begins to flow. Revenge is taken and frustrated
aggression indulged. The night is full of self-destruction and rebirth, in many different ways.
But there is a dark side. This freedom comes at the cost of fanaticism, and fanaticism is its own
form of tyranny. What will you do, once you learn the sacred rites or learn the truth about this
new existence you have been given in the Sabbat?

Power Shifts
What happens when someone is suddenly given power to do violence to another without the
consequences of civilization? What if the powerless suddenly become the powerful? The
vampire myth touches the idea of changing, often making a weak outsider into a new tyrant.
Many characters will have power relationships, and they can shift dramatically as the night goes
on.
Whether they are packs with grudges, or the weak-willed suddenly given power and clarity by
the embrace, or those used to being in charge faced with things far more powerful than
themselves, power dynamics will shift dramatically during the night. Play with those ideas.
Throw your rivals across the dance floor with your newfound strength, lure former friends into
the hands of your vampiric captors, and hash out old grudges with new power and fury.

Bespoke and Immersive LARP
Bespoke can mean two things – something made specifically to an individual’s tastes and
requirements; and showing something through appearance and action. The bespoke style
embraces both of these definitions –
Bespoke games emphasize the control of each player over their experience. Nothing happens
to your character without consent – but you are encouraged to take hold of the game and play in
interesting engaging ways, since if you cannot truly lose, there’s nothing to be gained constantly
by winning.
Bespoke players set out to immerse and embody the action of the game. At all times, the game
and the players attempt to appear as the thing they are trying to be. Physical contact,
stage-fighting, in-depth props and immersive environments are all in the mix. But the idea above
takes precedence over all – the bespoke game provides the tools for physical roleplay and
intense contact, but does not require it and requires negotiation at all times for it.

Consent and Collaboration are King
Traditional parlor LARP focuses on conflict-based roleplay and mechanics. In challenges
between players or when facing obstacles, systems are used to determine who is victorious.
Success and control of the scene is determined by having a character who has the appropriate
abilities and the right luck. In parlor LARP, you can win things. You win a game of
rock-paper-scissors. You win a challenge. You win a position.
The bespoke style is different. In a single night, players are collaborating to make the most
engaging enriched environment and story possible. You have unprecedented control over what
can be done to your character compared to traditional games. But you will soon learn that
saying no to everything is not much of a victory. Bespoke style games emphasize playing
toward the most interesting result – even a self-destructive end for your character.
In The Night in Question, you are free to declare yourself the one who always gets away from
the snarling monsters, but where does that leave you?
Bespoke intentionally takes the joy of victory out of ‘winning’ – the real winning in the bespoke
game is to have an awesome story that you will tell for years afterwards and to push your limits
as a person, while feeling safe doing so.

But Consent Trumps Collaboration
One of the important rules of this collaborative style is that it must not pressure people into
doing things they might not want to do.
You are never required and never encouraged to take a step or do something you as a player
are not comfortable with or consent to – period, no exceptions. No mechanic, no power, no story
line trumps your physical and emotional comfort, and anyone in the game who pushes
otherwise will be warned then removed.
The safety workshops before the event; the safety team during game; and the culture of safety
we are building at Jackalope are all working toward protecting people from this kind of pressure
and helping people feel comfortable at games. Without that environment, the level of physical
role-play and immersion we are aiming for would not be possible or advisable.

Safety and collaboration do not blunt our games, but allow us to go boldly
into the dark.

Searching for Powerful Experiences
The bespoke style is focused on creating a powerful compact immersive experience. Emotional
development and conflict are the order of the day; and there are no overarching secrets to
discover or plot to piece together.
In The Night In Question, we expect you to explore the World of Darkness around you, to
express and experience the horror of this place we’ve created. But we have no plot arc we
expect be fulfilled. The events of the game are a framework for creating a rich experience
together, not a challenge presented to you as a group to overcome or figure out.

Loading the Powder Keg
Bespoke LARPs are not sandboxes where any character can be created. Characters and
groups are pre-written as part of a game’s plot and set-up, then assigned to players. So it is
important not to have strong preconceptions about what you will play. Be open to all sorts of
experiences when you go into a bespoke game – and remember the writers have done their
best to make every character engaging and complete – and most importantly, ready to hit the
ground running.
The writers of a bespoke LARP write powder kegs ready to explode. The situation is going to
infused with drama and conflicts ready to go off, bad choices to be made and bad things ready

to happen. This is part of the point – we have six hours to have an incredible experience, and
it’s important for everyone to hit the ground running.
With our Larpweaver system, you will be guided into creating a character by a combination of
pre-written content and your own play style. The pre-written material is there to inspire your own
spin on the character, not dictate every last detail.

You are Free To Expand On Your Character
Your assigned character will have premade ties to other groups and characters, along with an
outline of their personality and their starting position in the game. But this is not the limit of what
you can do! You are encouraged to reach out to other players, make new connections, come up
with more back story and find new hooks that will make the night more intense for you and
others.
Once you have your character, reach out on social media, start conversations, reveal secrets,
make plans and set yourself up to have one hell of a night. We can’t promise any of these plans
will survive, but we can promise they’ll be the basis of a great night to come.

Open Secrets and Ramping Up
In traditional LARP, people are told to keep their secrets. They are something to defend and
fight to keep safe. You do not reveal them to others.

In our game, the secrets are meant to come out. We want you to communicate out of character
with other players, telling them your character’s secrets, weaknesses and motivations.
Meta-gaming is not considered negative. Use it to drive character development and push for
emotional intensity.
Tell people your character wants to betray them, and see if they set up situations where that
betrayal is interesting and adds to the story. Tell them exactly how to threaten your character,
and open yourself up to situations where they are driven to new places by those threats.
Resist the instincts of competitive play. Come at the game as someone creating a story, not
playing a game. Ramp up the drama and emotion, and try not to think strategically but instead
go for the dramatic solution. While your character’s goals might be different, your goal as a
player should be to have an incredible experience with your fellow players and to make an
awesome story. Ramp up, don’t slow down. You only have this one night.

Systems
The Night In Question uses a variety of systems meant to create drama and facilitate
participation in the event. It does not use any traditional vampire LARP rules, but systems that
help the consent and collaboration aspect of the event while still letting various characters be on
different footing and having differing levels of power and ability.

Consent-Based Play
The first rule of consent-based play is: you control what happens to your character, as a player.
But remember, approach the game as someone telling a great story, not trying to win. You want
to create a great story, which may involve your character losing or doing things that aren’t
correct.

Negotiation
Many of the systems require a negotiation. This is the procedure for quickly going through a
negotiation.
1. The initiating player holds up crossed fingers and says, “Negotiation” and then a brief
two or three word description of what they want to negotiate. Examples would include
“violence”, “feeding” or “intimacy”.
2. The other player holds up crossed fingers and either says “No”/ “Declined”, or say
repeats back what the initiator said. A declined negotiation ends immediately and the
scene proceeds avoiding the subject. For example, Adam initiates negotiation and says
to Barbara, “Negotiation, violence.” Barbara can either say, “Negotiation, violence.” or
says “No, declined.”

3. The initiating player describes what they want clearly and explicitly. For example, “My
combat number is 3. I would like to chase you into that corner and feed off of you
violently” or “I’d like to make out with you.”
4. The other player responds with their own limits that must be respected, or declines with
or without a counter-offer. For example, “No, thank you”, or “My combat number is 2, I
don’t want you to throw me down, but you can chase me into that room and come out
covered in blood without us doing anything physically”, or “We can hold each other in the
corner but I do not want to actually kiss.”
5. Both players continue these clear statements until one side either declines to continue,
or both sides say, “I agree” and give a thumbs up. Then play proceeds as negotiated if
both sides accept the negotiation.

Wristband Code
Before game, all players will be given wristbands that are either green, yellow or red. These are
meant as a quick signal for the comfort a player has with physical roleplay, for any reason.
Red - I am not open to physical roleplay. This is a hard stop, and you should not propose
physical roleplay to this player at all. Do not mention it or propose it.
Yellow - I am open if I have already given you permission. Only propose physical roleplay to
this player if they have given you permission to do so. This is best for players who only want to
do physical scenes with friends or others they are comfortable with, or want to be the initiator.
Otherwise, let them begin such negotiations on their own terms.
Green - I am generally open to physical roleplay. Feel free to propose physical roleplay to
these players.
Remember: This is a beginning of a negotiation, not the end. The wristband code does not
count as consent in any way.

Calibration Signals
The Night in Question uses the calibration signals from the Jackalope Guide to LARPing Hard
and Safe. Please make use of them. They will be workshopped before the event.

Sanctuary Space and Medical Tent
A sanctuary and medical tent will be set up away from the game area with water, first aid,
sleeping mats and other necessities. A train psychiatric nurse will be on staff and available. If
you need to step out of game or have an issue, you can ask to be escorted to the sanctuary
space at any time. You can bow out and go to the sanctuary for any reason at any time, no
questions asked.

Using Powers
Compared to a normal Vampire: The Masquerade game, the vampires and other supernaturals
of The Night In Question have a very limited and simple power set.
Mental and social powers are represented by a small collection of phrases that can be used,
incorporating the keywords “really really” into them. A character would not have the full span
of the powers of the Presence discipline, but may have access to abilities such as “You really
really want to follow me.”, “You really really find me impressive.” or “You really really want to run

away from me.” One with dominate might be able to say, “You really really will forget what just
happened.”
The target player always decides how a power affects them, and powers can never be used to
override negotiation or consent. You cannot use a power to force something that a player
declines to do, or previously has declined to do. The target player controls their reactions to that
power, but should as always keep in mind that we are playing for story, not for victory.

Getting Physical
The Night in Question does not have a traditional RPG style combat. There are no rounds, no
freezing of time, no specific rules. Instead, these rules emphasize that violence is an interaction
between those involved. Violence is dialogue, and weapons and situations are tools for
assisting that dialogue. Violence is something that changes or moves forward the story, rather
than being a mechanical competition between two sides.
We also handle violence as immersively as possible. You will see stage-fighting and fake
weapons being used at the game We do not allow fake firearms, but we have safe weapon
props. You are encouraged to embody the violent action safely and within everyone’s limits, in a
negotiated fashion.
You are allowed to have other physical interactions with your fellow players as well - you can
“feed” upon them using fake blood provided, or engage in romantic and intimate contact such as

hugging or kissing, if everyone consents. It is a party after all, and a make-out session might
suddenly shift into a feeding and embrace.
Remember: Any physical contact requires explicit consent and negotiation. Period. And consent
can be revoked at any time with no reason given.

Violence
Violent attacks and gory feeding is a big part of The Night in Question experience. We want
players that are comfortable with it to get physical, to scream, to stage-fight and to make a
bloody mess. But all simulated violence must have the explicit consent of all those involved. It
must done safely and with awareness of your surroundings. It should try to add to the immersive
illusion of the game.
If at any time a player says no to violence toward their character, it does not occur. Period. The
player always controls their physical and emotional experience.

Violence as Dialogue
Think back to the great fights, chases and other outbursts of violence in films and books you
remember. The best ones are not just demonstrations of martial skill or cold blow by blow
retellings. If you pay attention, violence in stories is best when it is a form of dialogue. It is a
conversation or a revelation, sometimes punctuated by actual verbal exchanges.
Every step of a fight reveals something about the situation or the characters involved. Neo
climbs back to his feet in the subway station, showing us the growing strength within him. The
Joker cuts a swathe of violence through a bank, establishing his skill for manipulating the
psychology of others into elaborate betrayals. A group of wannabe vampire hunter kids in Santa
Carla stake one of their targets, and find out they are in way over their heads. The vampire
Severen climbs on top of a bar and toys with his mortal victim before cutting his throat with his
spurs, reinforcing the joy we know he takes in killing and how he revels in his nature.
When you approach violence, approach it as a form of story and character development. Ask
what losing or winning shows about your character. Would you try and save your friends by
distracting the monsters in front of you? Would you toy with your food, letting the big mortal
biker think he’s got the upper hand before you reveal what you are? What does this moment
have a chance to reveal or change about you, or move the story forward? What makes it
interesting, dramatic and cool, while pushing forward the events of the night?

Who Wins?
Every violent interaction begins with a negotiation, starting with, ‘Negotiation, violence’. Then, all
involved players can compare their combat numbers. These are listed in their description on the
sheet. You’ll notice weapons and other situations don’t modify combat numbers. Weapons are

tools for storytelling and creating a scene, and might inform your negotiation, but they have no
effects beyond that. Try to keep negotiation short, but be explicit all parts of the action where
you are physically acting on another player.
Much like the wristband code, the combat number comparison is just a beginning of a
negotiation. Higher combat numbers mean that one character is indeed stronger than the other,
but you may choose to lose. Maybe you are outnumbered, maybe you were surprised, maybe
the other person has a chainsaw and you don’t. Maybe you want to let the mortal get briefly the
better of you so they can run into all your friends in the next room.
There is one exception to this rule: A vampire always win against a normal mortal if they want
to. There might be mortals who are not normal, however.

What happens when you lose?
What you choose to have happen. The loser always controls the effect of the combat, much like
those affected by powers choose how the power plays out. But try to choose a result that
creates that dialogue, reveals more about the characters and moves the night forward in an
interesting and fun way.

Playing it all out
If you feel up for it, you should negotiate to create some part of the immersive illusion of the
game by playing out the physical actions of the fight. The result has already been determined,
but you are now playing it out within the world for all to see.
All stage-fighting should not involved any actual hitting or violence. Remain aware of your
surroundings, including props, possible obstacles and other players. Keep it at a regular exciting
but not frantic pace, to keep anyone from getting hurt. Do not endanger any players, including
yourself. Do not actually throw anyone around, let them ‘throw themselves’ with you playing it
out.
If you aren’t up for a full physical display, you can dial down the intensity quite a bit while still
conveying what is happening and without breaking the illusion. You can skip quickly to the
aftermath, quickly pantomiming out the action. Or you can ‘flee into the darkness’, followed by a
scream. If you don’t want to play anything out, just arrange the action to become hidden, or
jump to the end of it very quickly, rather than pausing to describe to onlookers what is going on.
Make use of fake blood and other props freely, but make sure you do not use anything that is
not a padded prop weapon as a weapon. There are no fake firearms in the game - so do not
treat any firearms as a prop.
Real weapons are not allowed at the game in any form.

Feeding
Feeding on the blood of mortals and even other vampires is a roleplaying choice during the
night. Feeding is part of embracing the vampiric nature of the predator and indulging your
darkest instincts. There is no tracking of how much blood you’ve spent or need. But feeding has
a dramatic hunting element to the game. Feel free to grow hungry as the night goes on, or as
you do more and more as your character.
You can act out feeding either by actually placing your mouth on the skin of the other (without
actually biting) or a less contact way of feeding to place your own hand over the location you are
feeding from and putting your mouth on the back of your own hand.
To feed on another character, negotiate starting with “Negotiation, feeding”. If they respond, say
the location (“wrist”, “neck”) and which method you wish to use (“lips” or “hand”). The subject of
the feeding always gets final say on where and how they are touched, if at all.
If you have consumable blood, you can place it in your mouth when feeding and let it drip out.
Or, if you are being a messy eater, you can wipe it over your face.
Violent feeding should be negotiated more thoroughly as violence, but remember you can use
the hand method above. No real biting!

Nudity and Intimate Contact
People at raves, mortal lovers and others may have intimate and romantic contact during the
rave. The Night in Question is not a sexual game, but romantic and intimate acts in-character
are allowed within limits.
Like all physical roleplay, explicit consent and negotiation is required, both initially and for every
escalation. This includes even having sexual interest in another character. You must get the
prior consent of the player to have that part of your characters’ relationship, reciprocated or not.
If someone declines intimate contact, do not bring it up again. And consent to anything can be
removed at any time without explanations given. No means no; maybe means no; and yes said
with anything less than enthusiasm and clarity is also no.
To ask fo intimate contact, initiate negotiation with ‘Negotiation, intimacy’. Be explicit as to your
limits. Simulating intimacy can include kissing and other body contact, but it can also be as
simple as holding each other in a corner or at arms length. This is a party, and such things may
happen in character.
The Night in Question is an adult game, and partial nudity is allowed, but you may not expose
your genitalia at the game. Do not have sex or any activities that might be considered sex.
Sexual assault is explicitly banned as content, even with the consent of the participants. As is
any scene that might be reasonably mistaken for sexual assault by an observer. Show good
judgment. Poor judgment or ignoring the limits of others will result in immediate expulsion from
the game. “Stop” is always a signal that consent has been revoked during intimate scenes, as
our game does not allow sexual assault or sexual violence.

Death and Wraiths
As the night becomes more violent, characters will die. The blood bag characters can simply
rotate with small changes in costuming, playing out several victims over the night. But what if
the other characters die?
No character can die without consent, but we do not want to penalize people for playing out a
dramatic death and following their instincts. So we allow players to return as wraiths. Rough
frayed cloaks and shawls of gray material will be provided, and they will signify a ghostly witness
to the events of the game. Characters who notice or are brushed by these figures will be told to
act simply as if they sensed a ghost. In game, these will be the dead, confused ghosts, barely
perceptible due to the weakening of the Shroud in this place of death and horror.
They cannot communicate with the living characters except by those who can already see the
dead, but will allow the dead players to still witness the events of the evening and speak quietly
to one another. They cannot act on each other either.

The Setup
Player Roles
There are two major groups in the Night In Question - the mortals and the vampires. The
mortals outnumber the Sabbat, and most Sabbat will create one or more vampires during the
night in their dark embrace ritual. Other mortals have signed up for simply dying over and over
again.

Playing a Mortal
If you start out as a mortal, you will have the thrill of discovering your situation, as well as
experiencing the metamorphosis as you and your friends descend into monstrosity. You will
experience terror; followed by a twisting of who you are into this new monstrous self. You will be
on the frontline of the spectacle and revelation of the evening, learning from the ground up what
it is to be a victim of the Sabbat.
Ultimately, the mortals have the most flexible and wide experience of the night. You do not know
where you will end up, and how you will end up. The fate that awaits you is hidden in the
darkness of the night. Just because you are a more experienced player does not mean you
have to play a vampire at the beginning of the night! You can have a fantastic experience either
way.

The humans attending the party are people who seek out the edges of society. They are
individuals, but possess more intricate and multifaceted relationships with those around them
than the tight pack structure of the Sabbat. These conflicts and relationships will take on new
forms after they are changed. Petty human conflicts will reach a fever pitch, driven by trauma,
slipping humanity and the Beast.
Characters range from drug dealers and junkies to club kids; rival gang members to jilted
college students. These relationships are important to develop, as they will fuel their reactions to
the transformation that occurs over the night. Feel free to elaborate on your relationships with
other characters, seek out your own ties and remember the open secrets aspect of the game share your weaknesses, your fears and the hooks other can use to make the night into one to
remember.

Blood Bags
Some characters are marked as blood bags - they do not have the red glow necklace meant for
the Predator’s Mark (see the section on Act 1). These characters are slated to die in the second
and third acts of the game, not become vampires. When the player dies, they come back as
another captured victim, a random party goer. These players have signed up at an easier ticket
price for this experience, to be there but to be a cool part of the experience by being the mortal
victims of the night’s monstrosity.

Playing as the Sabbat
If you start out a vampire in A Night In Question, you have chosen to be an architect of the
night’s monstrosities. But you will have duties, loyalties and maneuvering to do. You will know
more of what is going on – but also your fellow Sabbat have more motivation to hide things from
you.
You will have a more focused experience. You are here to do a job, and what the job is varies.
You will have your own conspiracies and secrets to keep, and dark desires to play out. You will
be immune to most of the terror, but will become more embroiled in the petty struggles of the
Cainites.
The Sabbat vampires have the most reserved and focused experience, but also more control of
the situation. But by nature, they will have a less horrific one as the architects of that horror.
Much like the dark unspoken compromise of all Sabbat, you have given up freedom for power.

Power and Responsibility
The Sabbat players have a influence and power over the experiences of the mortal players and are expected to play responsibly. You are critical to creating the horror experience of the
game. Especially as we shift from the first into the second act, create a feeling of slowly
encroaching danger and creeping chaos, rather than a sudden burst and change of mood.

Prowl, lurk and choose your initial targets carefully. Leave splatters of blood on the wall where
someone was left alone at the wrong moment, but no explanation as to what happened until the
night reaches a faster and faster pitch.
Everyone should be looking to create an awesome experience for their fellow players, but as
the Sabbat, you are given more influence in exchange for an understanding you will use it to
create awesome experiences for everyone.

Costuming
The game is set in 1998, but The Night In Question is not a living history piece or a historical
reenactment. Take a look at popular movies - especially horror movies - of the 90s and early
2000s for inspiration on the styles of the time. But don’t worry about wearing the right shoes or
being completely historically accurate. We’ll admit something - we’re fudging part of the party
playlist to time-warp some songs in just because we like them too much.
You can find a cool gallery of 90s fashion and rave culture here: https://imgur.com/a/nVIjp
Most importantly, expect splatter and expect dirt. We’re taking pains to make our fake blood and
gore not stain too much, but there’s no guarantees. Wear shoes that can take being a little mud
and dirt, so heels aren’t recommended.

Character Selection and Ties
Unlike a traditional live action game, characters in The Night In Question are pre-written and are
selected using an online tool. You will receive an invitation to register on our online character
selection tool Larpweaver, and you will then be guided through the process of choosing a
character.
This is only a starting point. Look at your character and groups as a toolbox for creating the
character you want to play and the story you want to tell. You can expand upon or tweak your
character as you see fit, to make it your own. Communicate with your fellow players, especially
those in your character groups, and start elaborating on your ties with them. Do they hate each
other, or have they known each other forever? Everything from romance to old grudges to
frenemies are good ideas. Create unfinished business, things to pull upon during the night,
ideas that will create moments both before and after the change.
Remember, this is an open secrets game - you can reveal unknown things about your
character, in order to set up and talk out how you’d like them revealed and played on during the
night. In fact, things that aren’t revealed during the night, might as well not exist at all.

Stations
Scattered around the game site will be marked prop bins, gore stations, and clean-up stations.

Prop Bins
The prop bins will hold a variety of props for you to use during the game. Need some fake
chains, or a body part? Check the prop bins nearby. See what you can do, and feel free to
improvise with all that you find. Just make sure to put it back when you are done, so the next
person can use them. Feel free to scope them out before you start a scene as well, to see what
is available.

Gore Stations
Here you will find buckets of fake blood you can use, along with fake organs or other viscera
that our prop team has come up with. These are going to be wet and slimy so be prepared.
Also, be courteous with your gore. Do not fling it on people who aren’t part of your scene - they
might not want their costume to get covered in it.

Cleaning Up and Hosing Off
You will find clean-up stations around the site, which will have rolls of paper towels, baby wipes
and soap. You can use them to clean off and dry off during and after the game. There is one
shower at the site, along with some hoses available. Remember to not drip blood into the hotel
or in your ride’s cars! Make sure you leave the blood and gore here at the site, and bring a
spare towel (one you don’t mind getting stained).

A Massacre in Four Acts
The Night in Question has a four act structure, each representing a shift in the night’s events
and tone. Each one lasts as long as they need to, from half an hour to three hours. The shifts
will be regulated by various signals controlled by the staff.

Pre-Game: Workshopping
In order to get your wristband to come to the event, you must attend the workshop starting at
noon at the Hampton Inn. At the workshop event, players will be trained in physical as well as
emotional safety techniques, negotiation, how to calibrate experiences and how to safely
physically roleplay. Afterward, there will be character workshops and immersion exercises,
followed by a short break to grab some dinner and get to the game site. The game site has a
concession stand that will be serving burgers and other fast food but will close shortly after
game begins. Carpool with your fellow players and drive safely - we are not providing busses in
an effort to keep our ticket costs down and accessible.

The Opening
Game begins shortly after sundown. The players gather in the main dance area and be quiet.
There will be a short introduction, an audio piece and then the music will slowly begin, revving
up to full pitch. You will begin dancing, moving, changing over from this world into the world of
The Night In Question. And when the music has reached full volume, the Night has begun.

Act 1: The Last Party of Your Life
The night begins as a relatively normal if shady dance party, with mortal conflicts taking center
stage while the Sabbat quietly choose their victims. The first act is designed to ground players in
the setting and create strong contrast with the rest of the evening.

The Predator’s Mark
While the more monstrous members of the Sabbat lurk in shadows and plot, the rest of the
packs move through the party. They begin choosing who they will claim for the Creation Rites.
The Sabbat are under strict orders not to harm the mortals until the signal is given, so they must
submit to all attacks or violence against them. Should two packs try to claim the same mortal,
tense stand-offs may ensue but still, the peace must be kept.

Hidden in this experience is part of the game’s consent mechanics. Pack members seek out
mortals and claim them, but in order to do so, the players must quietly negotiate the takedown
of their prey with the player involved and secure their consent, talking out what they would like
to transpire and how they would like to die. This should be played off as conversing or perhaps
creepily cornering people in character, as a disguise for the OOC conversation.
Each mortal player who is not a blood bag will be given a red glow stick necklace. When you
have negotiated and been marked, crack the glow stick and wear it around your neck, so it is
easy to tell who is and is not claimed yet out of character. Vampire players should make sure
everyone who is not a blood bag is chosen by the the end of Act 2.

The Witness
The leadership of the Sabbat will choose ‘The Witness’. This mortal character is dominated to
not interfere with the night’s events and not to speak about them. It is a cruel game, but it serves
another purpose - the Witness is a sealed message from the Sabbat that can only be unsealed
by another vampire. When the Witness is discovered in the morning, they will be unable to
speak to the police. But the command easily reversed by the Camarilla. And their story will
spread fear throughout the city in the coming siege.
The Witness is not allowed to be killed during the night’s events, both in and out of character.
This is a set part of the event.

Act 2: Shadows Fall
The lights on the dance floor will shift to mostly red, signifying that Act 2 has begun. Vampires
can now win against humans, but are expected to be secretive for the time being, until enough
of the party has been turned to make crowd control easy.
The second act is defined by a creeping and slowly increasing horror. The Sabbat will turn on
the first victims. There should be hints of vampiric power are shown. This part of the night
should be one of slowly growing tension and realization that things are not all they might seem.
Friends will disappear, and perhaps reappear changed. The aftermath of weird happenings
might be discovered, until finally what is going on does not need to be hidden anymore.
Players during this time should focus on creating the build-up toward the horror of later in the
evening. Isolate victims, and allow yourself to be isolated. Be in denial, think people are crazy,
until it is too late.

Creation Rites
During Act 2, the Sabbat the Creation Rites, the ritual by which all Sabbat are made into
vampires. The Creation Rites will be performed in a designated section of the site with shallow
graves dug, and a covering that can be placed over the grave for the newly embraced to ‘dig’
their way through. There will be an staff member overseeing these scenes both in and out of
character, called the gravekeeper.
In the Sabbat, the creation rites consist of draining the victim dry, feeding them some of a
vampire’s blood, and then knocking them over the head with a shovel into an open grave to
knock them out while the Sabbat bury them alive. The new Cainite must give in to part of their
new bestial nature for the strength to overcome and claw their way out of the packed earth, and
this dark rite strips some of the humanity and conscience out of the victim’s soul. This rite is a
key part of the Sabbat’s enduring monstrosity.
We will be providing special padded shovel props and tools for doing the head strike and
simulated burial. Follow the gravekeeper’s instructions. Going through the full creation rites is
optional out of character, and you can simply ‘go into the darkness’ with your sire and come
back changed.

Changing into a vampire
Every mortal character has instructions on how they change when they are embraced as a
vampire and go through the Creation Rites. As they go through the ritual and climb themselves
out, they are stripped of some but not all of their conscience, their empathy and their humanity,
as their soul transforms into one of a predator. The changes in their personality reflect their
weakened conscience and new instincts. Showing this change to your still-human peers can be
one of the most powerful experiences of the night. Indulge it and let others do so. You feel a
greater connection to this pack of predators than you do to the masses of humanity anymore,
and the blood they fed you makes this bond even stronger.
In addition, the sire of the vampire can give one non-Advanced discipline to the fledgling from
their sheet. You must teach them how to use it by demonstrating it in-character - and thus show
the rules for using it as well.

Getting out
Why don’t people leave the party once things go wrong? There’s some horror movie logic going
on here, where the characters should be slower than they should be in perceiving something is
wrong. But as the night drifts toward Act 3, some might attempt to get back to their cars. If they
do - they will find the cars have been sabotaged, the tires slashed. Roleplay finding this out. And
attempts to get out by walking out will swiftly encounter strange things in the darkness that drive

them back toward the party in fear, as the immortal hosts have their flesh-crafted pets patrolling
the edges of the party.
In other words, roleplay trying to get out during the night if you wish, but you should play out the
forces will keep you here and drive you back into the play area.

Act 3: The Man in the Back Said Everyone
Attack
The party will reach critical mass, where the predators have taken enough victims to have true
control of the situation, the third act begins with an orgy of violence. The signal is the DJ
switching to play the song ‘Ballroom Blitz’ on the speaker. At that point, the gloves are off. The
remaining living humans can be killed, chased and otherwise the Sabbat seize control of the
situation.
This is the shortest act, but is the moment where the rave turns into a charnel house. All
subtlety is foregone, and mass embraces and captures become the order of the day, while other
Sabbat prepare the transformation of the site into a temple to the dark religion of Caine.

Act 4: The Temple of Blood
Once all the mortals have been captured or changed, the new vampires are indoctrinated into
the Sabbat. Dark rituals, feuds between the packs, brutal tests of strength and indoctrination
into the Sword of Caine begins. The once petty mortal conflicts arise, driven by newfound
power, hunger and the Beast. The third act will determine which of the newly embraced join the
Sabbat and survive, and which of the older vampires will dominate the siege to come.
The monomacy pit has been revealed. Conflicts are driven to be settled here, no matter how
petty. This is how the Sabbat handle things, and they are more than willing to use two
shovelheads to make a point to the rest.

The First Vaulderie and Sermon
Once the Creation Rites are completed and the new Cainites hunger sated, the Leadership will
call for the first vaulderies. The packs are cemented by this ritual, taught harshly how to share
the blood. It is the first enslavement of the newly created to the sect and their pack. All the
while, they are told this bond is freedom; and the effects of the Vaulderie described by the
priests.
Priests and would-be Bishops will contend over who will be chosen to lead the first Sermon of
Caine for the fresh Sabbat. They will preach the word of Caine and induct the freshly made into

the Faith. These events are the first sign that the Sabbat are not frightening simply because
they are monsters, but because they are fanatics.

Revel and Revelations
The true celebration begins, where tests are made and both old and new are taught to revel in
their vampiric natures. Fires are lit, blood bags are hauled forth and toyed with. This is a
celebration of this new unlife - and a step toward making the newly embraced forget their past
selves and shed their humanity. The older vampires know exactly why this is being done, but
they are not above the thrill.
And all the while, the Witness accompanies the Leadership, unable to interfere, watching the
horrors before them. The place seems to sit at the edge of reality, mystical and terrible.

Creating Monsters
Newly minted vampires will be tested and warped by their new packs. Some of them will have
their humanity stripped from them. Others will have to go through tests of courage, or simply
fight for dominance. Manifestations of mortal conflicts can and should lead to conflicts and
monomacies. They are brow-beaten by the blooded and sworn members of the Sabbat into
accepting the structure, while giving lip service to freedom.

Shadow Play
The structure of the siege is still to be decided. The leadership has their own plans, but the
others want glory and position as well. Who will lead the crusade against Austin? Who is the
best to given authority? How organized will this siege be? These questions need to be
answered, now that the attack is imminent.

Finale: In Flames
The night must end with the evidence will be stacked up and literally burned to the ground. A
single mortal witness survives but is dominated, unable to tell what happened.
Just before midnight, whoever has emerged as leaders of the Sabbat orders the evidence to be
stacked in the buildings, and the Sabbat to gather in the fields outside of the party. Everything is
burned to the ground.
The party site will have a facade built in front of it, which will be set on fire, weather permitting. It
will be lit by the staff, and the players will watch from a safe distance as the place they were last
a human burns to the ground. The music plays until it just becomes a heartbeat. And then the
game is done.

Post-Game: Debriefing
Once the fire is out, the main lights come on. Everyone will be instructed to close their eyes.
Breathe. Come back into the world. Take themselves down from the climax. Unwind from the
experience.
The players are split into groups, and follow safety proctors to separate areas around the site.
They will go through a structured small group debriefing - talking about their experiences,
processing the night’s events.
It becomes important to have a good solid debrief both right after the event and the days
following, and have resources available to the players. The game will be designed to be a
dramatic intense and raw experience; and we can’t take that lightly.

Cleaning Up
Be courteous with blood and gore on the site. After the game, help the staff by throwing trash
and disposable props - like fake entrails - away. But remember to wash yourself off too. The
game site has an outdoor shower and a several hoses for big wash downs, along with cleaning
stations and running water. Remember to dry off and not to track blood or water into your hotel.
We want everyone to be happy that they hosted us, and welcome us back next time.

Getting Home Safe
Make sure that you are awake enough and calm enough to take a drive home. And check in
with your fellow players. We’ll have limited resting spaces in the sanctuary tent for those who
need to take a nap before heading back, and if you need to get a ride, there’s no issues with
leaving cars at the site overnight.

Practicalities
Communication
The Night In Question uses two venues for online communication - a Discord server for chatting
and collaborating with your fellow players; and a Facebook group. You should join both here:
http://the-night-in-question.jackalope-larp.com/online-communications/
For event questions and details, key staff members are available on either of those channels.
You can also email the creative lead Matthew Webb at mwebb@jackalope-larp.com. If you need
to contact the safety lead about concerns or to report an incident, they are available at
safety@jackalope-larp.com.

Schedule
Saturday, November 17th, 2018
(11AM-12PM) Meet and Greet Lunch
Location: Southside Market BBQ, Bastrop, TX
We will be having an optional meet and greet lunch at a local Bastrop BBQ restaurant. Keep an
eye on our communication channels for the location once it is reserved. Enjoy yourself, get
something to eat and socialize with other players.
(12PM-2:30PM) Safety, Consent and Rules Workshops
Location: Hampton Inn & Suites Bastrop, Bastrop, TX.
Players will workshop safety and consent mechanics, including safe physical play and how to
deal with uncomfortable or unusual content.
(2:30PM-4:30PM) Character Workshops
Location: Hampton Inn & Suites Bastrop, Bastrop, TX.
Players will then gather in their in-character groups, do guided group exercises, go over and
create connections with each other, do acting exercises and build up the tension and plot for the
night to come.
(4:30PM-5:30PM) Dinner Break

We take a break for everyone to get some dinner and get to the game site. Please be at the
game site by 5:30PM. Sundown is at 5:33PM. A concession stand serving burgers and other fair
food will be open at the site.
(5:30PM-Midnight) The Night In Question
Location: Cauldron’s Keep.
The party begins. The music begins. There will be an introduction sequence, but then the fun
starts, and you get to experience all the horrors and majesty of The Night In Question.
(Midnight Onward) Debriefing and Wind Down.
Location: Cauldron’s Keep.
The official event has ended. Debriefing will be held for players. Camping sites are available
from the venue owners, but are not monitored or part of the event.

Sunday, November 18th, 2018
(11AM-12PM) Sunday Post-Game Brunch
Location: TBD. Watch for announcements.
Sunday after the night, a group brunch will be held with the staff and players. We encourage to
come, talk about your experiences, decompress and meet the people for one last time instead
of the monsters.

Locations

Hampton Inn & Suites Bastrop
Official accommodations and event workshop site
Hampton Inn & Suites Bastrop
240 S Hasler Blvd
Bastrop, TX 78602
The Hampton Inn & Suites Bastrop will be used the day of the event for our debriefing.
The Hampton Inn in Bastrop has offered a block of discounted rooms to our players, at a
discount rate. This will also be the site of our briefing and workshops the day of the game, so it
makes it the best option for lodging for our players.
To get your rooms at a discount rate, book online with the group code NIQ or call
1-800-HILTONS and ask for the Night in Question Group.

Staying in Bastrop or Austin
Bastrop, Texas features a variety of hotels and other accommodations that are reasonably
priced, and all are within a short drive of the hotel. Staying in Austin is also an option, but keep
in mind it will be half an hour or more drive to the site.

Cauldron’s Keep
A LARP and Concert Venue
Cauldron’s Keep
9703 FM 20
Dale, TX 78616

Cauldron’s Keep is a dedicated LARP park and live music venue in Dale, TX, just north of the
town of Lockhart. It is 25 minutes from Austin-Bergstrom International Airport, and an hour or
less travel from all major hotels in the Austin area. Amenities, meals and other necessities are
closeby, and it has ample parking.
The Night In Question team has a long-standing positive relationship with the site management,
who are avid vampire fans and excited about the project. It has running water and showers, but
requires portable toilets. It has sinks and camping grounds available. Given these factors, we
are renting space for the briefing, prep and work-shopping nearby in Bastrop.

The site has a Texas rockabilly vibe, sets of hand-built wooden buildings, bars and strange punk
graffiti; and is in a secluded location with understanding neighbors.
It has an arena/dance floor, multiple stages, a dining hall, two bar areas, several side rooms and
almost 10 acres of surrounding land with other areas. The site owners will be stage-crafting and
building areas specifically for our game.
The site is great for our purposes and has an awesome feel, but be advised it has dirt, sand and
hay floors, and is mostly outdoors. Dress accordingly – just as your character would for a rough
party in the country.

Southside Market & BBQ, Bastrop
Official accommodations and event workshop site
Southside Market & BBQ, Bastrop
534 TX-71
Bastrop, TX 78602
This will be the site of our pre-game lunch, and is a short drive from the Hampton Inn. We will
not be reserving a room, so please just walk up to the counter, order and join the rest of us
weirdos in the dining area.
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